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Servo - Drive SP 2x1 D
SP 2x1 D has been designed to control points, semaphore signals, level crossings and other
accessories of the model rail yard using DCC switchboard and other classical switches ("analogue
controls"). Besides this function the designed electronics eliminates negative features of servos –
uncontrollable twitch of servo when turned on, a large inrush of current and frequent servo whir in the
end positions.
Microprocessor controlled module offers a multitude of functions - programmable setting of
the displacement, velocity and run. As mentioned, the unit is primarily designed to control switches,
semaphore signals and barriers. Each of these elements has specifically defined properties.
Points are defined a smooth movement from one position to another and speed can be chosen
from several options.
Semaphore signal is characterised by the real behaviour, when it stops in the middle for a
moment and then it continues into the second position. This is because of the fact that in reality, the
operator must change his hold which causes a delay. Besides the speed also the length of a delay from
two values can be selected.
Also barriers have their own property – in the lower position is made short overshoot. Again,
you can choose from two magnitudes.
The unit is equipped by two independent inputs and each can control one servo. Individual servos can
be individually programmed. You can adjust the size of a displacement, location of the start and also
the end point, mode, speed, size, delay of the semaphore signal and overshoot at the barriers. We can
also select turn off of the servo drive in the end position. In every moment the unit remembers its
current position and also direction of its movement; so during the power outage and the power
recovery it continues to move in a set direction. So there is no restart and setting of the servo to a
starting position.

Power supply
Power supply for the unit can be selected in the range of 8 to 25 VDC (12 VDC optimally). In
the unit is an integrated switch power supply that allows selecting of both a wide range power supply
and also provides the necessary energy to start the servo. Because of the space and also the unknown
consumption of current at the output the unit is not equipped by a fuse. Therefore it is at the discretion
of a user, to put into the power supply of for instance of multiple units an appropriate fuse, preferably
a resetting fuse so called PolySwitch.

Delayed connection to the power supply
Under normal circumstances, several servos in the railyard with standard connection can cause
a large power surge resulting in the circuit breakers drop out. This is because that when the servo is
turned on it activates a high power surge (1 A or more) and therefore it is necessary to keep resources
dimensioned to tens of amperes. After switch-on the unit has a delayed (sequenced) power supply. The
delay value can be in the order set in the range between 0.5 and 10 seconds, and use of a large number
of servos in the railyard then leads to their sequential (gradual) connecting.
Analogue inputs
Inputs – the unit includes a microprocessor
evaluating command at inputs and based on selected
modes controls correctly the small motor.
The input circuits are protected against pulsation
and surge. It also does not matter whether the unit is
controlled by short pulse (min. 0.3 s) or a static level.
This means that you can use the buttons or switches.
Inputs are switched against ground of a power supply.

Indications
The unit is equipped by indications of extreme positions. Partly directly on the housing with
two pairs of LEDs and also there are outputs on the connector that can be connected to any display
elements with a maximum load of up to 50 mA (LED, bulbs) - see below. In the extreme position the
LEDs are go on and during movement both indications are flashing alternatively. After the other
extreme position is reached the relevant LED light goes on.

Output relay
Output relay – for each servo the unit contains two relays with switching contacts, which can
be used as needed for switching voltage to point blades or to control other equipment on the railyard.
They operate as follows:
• In one extreme (rest) position, the relay A is closed and the B released.
• When they receive the command for position change, both relays A and also B are
released and remain in this state until the end of servo movement.
In the second extreme position the A relay remain released and the B relay closes.

Programming button
Complete setting of servo is performed by this button. Contacts of these buttons are connected
to the adjacent double-pin connector where you can connect arbitrary button via cable. This is
primarily for the case when it is necessary to control the movement of the servo during programming
from some other location.

Description of individual elements

Input connector
1- +8 to 25 Vss
3- ground
5- input 1-1 analogue
7- input 1-2 analogue
9- input 2-1 analogue
11- input 2-2 analogue
13- DCC

Output connector

2- +5V pro ext. indications
4- S I/O synchro. indication.
6- LED 1-1 indication
8- LED 1-2 indication
10- LED 2-1 indication
12- LED 2-2 indication
14- DCC

Servo 1
A2- relay A1released
A4- relay A1 centre
A6- relay A1 closed

B2- relay B1 released
B4- relay B1 centre
B6- relay B1 closed

Servo 2
C2- servo 1 motor
C4- servo 1 motor
C1- servo 2 motor
C3- servo 2 motor

D2- servo 1 ground
D4- servo 1 +5V
D6- servo 1 signal
D1- servo 2 ground
D3- servo 2 +5V
D5- servo 2 signal

A1- relay A2 released
A3 relay A2 centre
A5- relay A2 closed

B1- relay B2 released
B3- relay B2 centre
B5- relay B2 closed

State of relay contacts are described when normally
released

Mode setting

Using connector mode setting is obvious and it does not require a complicated description. Here
are some notes:
• If we use the fourth position "Mode selection" which is not used, the "point machine" mode is
automatically used. Likewise when „Speed selection “is used, other position than shown behaves
as position one.
• Any change made to this connector is reflected in the common mode only after disconnection
and reconnection of the power supply when the program downloads the state of jumpers
(interconnector device) and stores it in memory. This condition does not apply with
programming of servo, when the setting of jumpers (interconnector device) takes effect
immediately after the programming mode.
Programming in the servo last picture "The servo modes" is described in details; only for completeness
– by interconnecting this position you assign the same functions to both servos according to set
parameters on the connector without the need to enter their parameters during programming of the
extreme positions. During programming the end points of each servo are set separately. Other
parameters – mode, speed or duration of a delay will be the same for both servos. This way you can also
easily test the appropriate the resulting speed. Select the common mode and then select the speed. Turn
on/off the power supply. Try the selected speed and if necessary change it. Again, turn off and on until
the selected speed suits. Then during the final programming you can store it in that servo.

Position indication
The indications of the position and movement are double. The first indication element is
installed on the housing and then is lead to the connector where different indication elements are
connected. To determine the appropriate indication element two factors are obligatory. 5 V (max. 10
V) power supply and current for one indication element is max. 50 mA. The following table shows the
approximate values of resistors for 5V for LED 2 mA and 10 mA, which are today the most used
elements.
LED 10 mA (8 mA)

LED 2 mA

Source voltage

Resistance

Source voltage

Resistance

5V

330 R

5V

1k5

These values are only orientation values. Always depends on the LED used.

If we use some other type than for resistance calculation we use the following relationship

R=

Un

Ud
Id

where

R = searched resistance [ Ohm]
Un = source voltage [ Volt ]
Ud = drop on the diode [ Volt ] (1.5 to 1.7V)
Id = current through diode [ Ampere ]

In order to eliminate the need for an
external power supply source for the outer
indication, +5 V is lead to pin 2 of the
input connector at each unit. Wiring of the
outer indication with use of this voltage is
is shown on the left side. This voltage
should not be used to power supply outer
indication of other units, but used on pin 2
of each unit separately.

Synchronisation of position indication
Assuming that more of these units are installed at one location (e.g. in the railway station etc.) and the
route with several points is set at the same time, a synchronous operation of position indication
flashing can be achieved. Otherwise, the control desk would flash completely chaotic at sight.
The unit design allows dual solution of indication synchronization:
Each unit on the input connector of pin 4 generates or receives (according to configuration of
the programming connector) synchronization pulses for indication. This frequency from one unit can
be connected to the input connectors of other units and the result is a synchronous LED operation.
The maximum number of mutually connectable units as to synchronize indications is 6 pieces (one
generates the signal and five receive).

This function applies to pin 4 input of the
input connector. On the programming
connector select the mode for sending or
receiving a synchronization signal.

If there is a request to connect to connect more units, use the special NI 01 unit, which includes
5V source for the external indication and powerful source of synchronization pulses with variable
frequency.
Wiring to NI 01 unit is as follows:

Function of delayed connection and disconnection of the motor
Here are two combined functions. First delayed connection of the motor for power supply during
turning on sources (as mentioned earlier), which eliminates some uncontrollable twitch of some servo
after turn-on and large current surge on sources. And also the possibility to disconnect the voltage
from the motor, after moving to the end position. When ordering both parameters can be changed.
• The delayed connection to sources is optional from 0.3sec to 10sec. The base is set to 0,3sec.
• Delayed disconnection of the motor at the end position can also be selected from 2sec to 5sec.
The base time is set to 2sec.
Under normal circumstances, when the servo end positions are well set the servo is not force
strained in the end position. However, if the servo for any reason cannot get to its final position, the
switching transistors and the motor itself are stressed by short-circuit current and in some time the
servo is destroyed. For this reason the motor delayed disconnection function is built-in in the unit.
This mean that after moving to the end position the motor is in two seconds disconnected from the
power supply (the value can be set during ordering). Even after the motor is disconnected a self
motion of the servo will not take place, because to change the position it is necessary to exert on the
lever the power of at least 0.5 kp thrust at cheapest servos. Mostly, however, it is 1 kp and more.
If the user wants to have the servo motor always energized because of the danger of
spontaneous changes in position and have an active delayed motor connection after power turn-on, this
can be done by programming.
However if the disconnection function of servo has to be used it requires a small intervention in the
servo itself. After dismantling unsolder any conductor on the motor and solder two conductors
according to the picture. When done, attach the two-pin connector connecting the unit.

Output relay
Each servo is assigned two relays, which can be used in different applications. In each
released position are one attracted relay and the other a released relay. During movement of servo both
relays are released and in the second end position is the first in released position and the second
attracted.
How do they work and what can be used for, has already been described. Let’s mention one
more useful advice. The relay contacts are dimensioned with a reserve for normal operation. If for
example they were used for power supply of point blades and some accident occurs (locomotive
comes off, trailing occurs) short-circuit of the power supply may occur through these contacts.
And if the power supply is not protected with
appropriate fuses, circuit current will go
through all those contacts. And, according to
circumstances, it may be 10A or more.
Therefore we recommend installing into the
railyard on the common relay contact
resettable fuses so called PolySwitch with
value of approx. 1A. It is a value that with a
reserve it is sufficient. In practice, it was
verified that 1A is quite sufficient. The price
is approx. up to CZK 20 and is available in
stores with electronic components.

Programming of the unit
Each servo is programmed separately including all functions and is carried out by a single
button in the unit. Each servo can be assigned a different function, or both servos the same. This
button can also restore the values of deviations and servo setting from the factory.
Programming is done as follows:
First, test the servo operation without connecting rods to the controlled equipment (points,
semaphore signal, etc.). This is because after the first turn-on it is not known in which position the
servo is set and after turn-on it moves to the extreme position set from the factory.
Then the jumpers are set on the internal connector which specifies the programmed servo mode
– mode, speed, the extent of a delay or an overshoot (at the point machine the delay and overshoot are
not applied) and disconnection of the motor in the end position. The function and location of the
jumpers has already been described previously. It is also appropriate to adjust the jumper for
switching-off the motor in the end position. For this function is assigned the jumper, which is used in
normal operation to select the common mode. During programming this is its second function. If we
do not set-up the jumper the motor will be disconnected in the end position. During connection the
motor will continue to be under voltage.
Into the programming mode proceed as follows – disconnect the power supply from the unit,
press and hold the programming button. Connect the power supply (the button still pressed), four LED
diodes will flash briefly and approx. after two seconds one LED goes on (flashes). Release the button.
This means that we continue programming the servo number one. If we continue to hold the button
after the start of the power supply, then after approx. next two seconds after the first LED goes on
another LED goes-on (flashes) and this means that we are programming the servo number two.
After first flash we get into to the mode of extreme position setup. Press button and hold.
Servo slowly moves to the required end position. At the appropriate time release the button and if the
set position does not exactly correspond to the required setting, get to the exact position by short
gentle pressings. The movement is possible only in one direction. If we overrun the desired position,
we have to start programming from the very beginning (disconnect the power supply, press button,
connect the power supply….). If the first position suits, press the button for about 2 seconds, LED will
flash twice and then set by button the second endpoint. For confirmation of the second position hold
the button again for about two seconds. LED will flash three times and to check the position the servo
slowly moves into the first endpoint. LED goes on for about two seconds and the servo passes the path
to the second endpoint (end position). This sets both extreme positions. At the end the jumpers on the
connector set for mode determination are automatically stored. This completes the servo
programming. The same procedure applies also for the other servo. If we get during the setting of the
extreme positions to the extreme internally set position which cannot be exceeded, the movement of
the servo stops and two LEDs go on (are lit). After releasing the button they go off and by double or
triple flash of LED (depending on whether you are setting the first or second extreme position) the set
position is confirmed and you can proceed to the next step.
If you want to test the selected speed or the extent of the delay-overshoot, connect the
penultimate jumper on the connector mode. This step will preserve the set extreme points of servos
and you can arbitrary change the jumpers on said connector. Do not forget after each change of jumper
setting to turn-off/on the power supply. Otherwise the change of the setting is not accepted.
The jumper has one more feature. If the unit is used for example for two points and the desired
speed and mode are the same, we can set this by jumpers and connect the penultimate position. This
way the unit accepts the current settings and ignores the mode set during programming. The principle
of the jumper is that each servo has a part of memory for parameter setting (except setting out the
extreme positions), which inactivates the jumper, but does not erase data. With removal of the jumper,
the original setting from programming is applied.
If after turning-on you hold the programming button after the second flash, all four LDSs go on
(are lit) for a brief moment. This is an indication that the original factory setting has been restored.

DCC mode
The unit of the SP 2x1 D servo drive can be controlled both by the classic analogue method as
described in previous chapters and then also by a direct connection to a digital control centre (DCC).
In order to avoid any confusion of commands from DCC control centre and the current analogue
control it is necessary to disconnect DCC inputs to the servo-drive before using the manual control. T
On the digital railyard this system can be then used for instance to build emergency control panels and
to operate the station manually, separately from the rest of the digital operation.
And now on the operation and programming:
To connect DCC control centre are used two contacts on the input connector (pin 13, 14) and
the polarity of the connection does not matter. Operating voltage corresponds to output from the
control centre and is in the range between 10 and 15 V.
The unit can be programmed in a direct mode without reconfirmation (ACK). The end address
of the servo can be stored directly in CV registers (CV1 and CV9) in the binary code. So, for instance
for address 5 we enter the format
CV9
00000000

CV1
0000101

Because the unit includes two servos, then after entry the first servo address the second servo
address is automatically assigned one higher. When programming more units or generally any
equipment connected to the DDC you must remember this fact.
Programming of the unit is as follows. Program in the unit decodes commands for CV1 and 9.
Other CV registers ignores. After transmission of the command for CV1 or 9, all four LED diodes
gradually flash. After the first register LEDs glimmer and go off. Waiting for a command for the
second register. If also the second register is received all right, LEDs again glimmer, the system
returns into the normal operation and two LDSs of position indication go on. The order of CV register
transmission does not matter. It is possible to transmit the CV1 first and then CV9 or vice versa.
The address 100 and 101 is set from the factory. In this case the unit overall reset to restore the
factory setting does not apply to the address restoration. The last settings by the user continue to be
retained.
Yet one circumstance of the Roco and Lenz Company’s approach should be remembered. The
address specified at the Roco system is the same as the address during control, with Lenz differs by
four. For illustration this means that in CV1 and 9 we download the ending address e.g. 100 and if the
servo does not respond, so try 104 and 96 (plus 4 and minus 4).
If necessary, you can also ask the manufacturer to program units indicating individual
addresses.

Servos
Complicated chapter itself and the user must decide between price and quality required. All the
modeler servos with a standard interface, designed for 5V can be connected. It is necessary to take into
account the fact that the cheap servos (in the order of
200, - CZK) are not suitable. They do not allow a
smooth slow motion, starting current is min. 0.5A
and can be used a maximum for points and only at
higher speeds.
To select a servo and also connecting to the
SP_2x1 it is necessary to realize a few facts.
Because the servos are primarily intended for other
uses (in RC model airplanes and ships), also other
technical data than we now need are listed. The only
thing that is listed with servos is the dimensions,
weight and strength in kp on the lever. Sometimes is
mentioned the supply voltage of 3V or 5V. Or still if
it is a special servo with metal gears or whether it is
waterproof. In terms of current consumption during start-up and the servo response when power
supply is connected we will not learn nothing. Servos manifest themselves in different ways and
nobody can anticipate how they will act. Basically, two variants you may occur:
o After turn-on the servo lever (arm) will twitch uncontrollably in some direction regardless
the state of the control signal. It does not matter whether at the input is correct control
signal or not.
o With turn-on there should be a zero signal on the control input and only after stabilisation
of electronics we can connect the correct control signal on the input. While maintaining
this condition the servo stays at rest.
o Some servos terminal transistors are blocked before they are reset after turn-on and the
lever (arm) remains at rest. Only then it reacts on the control signal.
These possibilities of the servo behavior can vary even in the same type depending on the date of
manufacture. This is because of the servo electronics variation by a manufacturer. And because the
described phenomena for normal RC modeling are not at fault, they are not mentioned anywhere.
If you use a servo which shows the mentioned undesirable twitch, the module is equipped with a
special circuit that disconnects the motor for this very critical time. The condition is to take the servo
apart and pull out any arbitrary connection to the motor on the unit connector.
The points control is not too demanding so we can use the average servo. But to control semaphore
signals or barriers we have to use a good quality brand name
servo, which of course is relatively expensive. In such cases
there is a linear micro-servo with quiet slow movement. Also the
price is significantly lower than the brand name servo.
This micro servos ensures smooth motion even at low speeds
and are very suitable for the mentioned semaphore signals and
barriers. For their miniature size they can be integrated directly
into the shaft next to semaphore signal and as a unit it can be
removed (if it is transport version of the railyard and protruding
elements have to be removed).
Colour coding of supply cables is also always the same.
The most common color is a combination of "brown or black" (ground), orange (+5 V) and the yellow
signal. Other combinations are "Black, white and gray." Generally it applies that the extreme dark
colour is ground, the middle +5V power supply and the light colour on the other edge is the control
signal. In case of doubt, the check is always the best…

Possible ways to connect the servo
There are number of options how to connect the servo with the controlled element. The most
common application is the use of points. How to connect a semaphore or barrier is rather an individual
matter.
For connecting the servo with points are the best steel wires with diameter of approx. 0.8mm or
less. This is a common material that is used in RC modeling as rods (levers) from the servos to the
rudders and is available in any modeling shop. These strings are excellent because they are rigid and
also flexible enough. And this is the reason why they are used.
The illustrated method is the least suitable
and serves rather as a negative example, which
holds several pitfalls. In the first place requires a
very precise setting of the servo’s end positions
(points). Any inaccuracy in setting the servo will
be reflected by not making the end in the extreme
positions or vice versa it will try to get behind the
position that considering the points mechanical
properties cannot overcome. Another unknown
circumstance (for ordinary users) is that the servo
changes slightly its position with the temperature
change. This would mean that even after the
exact settings of extreme positions their position
would change with the servo temperature change.

This solution completely eliminates the
defects described. The point is in the bend of the
rod (lever) at the right angle and the use of the
string high flexibility. In one position the
servo thrusts by a certain strength, the string
springs and pushes the point blades. Conversely
in the other extreme position the servo pulls and
the string springs again but in the other direction.

The illustrated connection of servo uses
again the flexibility of the material, this time the
steel spring attached by one end in the tube to
maintain a straight movement of the rod. As
spring can be successfully used for example
springs from ball points.

And at the end of this chapter a few photos with practical connection.

Note - For simplicity and authentication of functions,
there are two servos mounted from the upper side of the
railyard.

In some cases, the whirring sound of servo movement can be a nuisance when the railyard
frame functions as a resonance box. This effect can be significantly reduced by fitting servo with the
rubber pads - silentblocks.

The SP 2x1 D unit technical data

Number of control inputs
Number of servos per
input
Optional speeds *)

2

Power supply

1

Power consumption (without servo)

5

Delay of power supply turn-on

8 – 25
VDC
80 mA /12
V
0,3sec

Speed 1

3,5 degr/sec

Delay of motor switch-off

2 sec

Speed 2

7,0 degr/sec

LED Frequency position indicator

2 Hz

Speed 3

14,0 degr/sec

Connecting an external display max

5 V 50 mA

Speed 4

28,0 degr/sec

DCC

10-15 V

Speed 5
56,0 degr/sec
Delay for semaphore
0,5 and 1,0sec
signal
Overshoot for barriers
Two values
*) reported speeds in degrees per second are approximate. It depends on the servo and may
vary slightly.
When ordering the custom setup of program values the following value can be changed compared to
the standard design:
• Speed of indication flashing
• Length of semaphore signal delays
• Extent of overshoot at barriers
• Speed movement of servo
• Time delay of power connection
• Time of the motor disconnection in the end position
The unit identification and meaning of individual codes:

SP 2x1 D 11 Vxxxx

1

Fitted with a relay for delayed connection of servo after turnon and disconnection of the motor for power supply to the end
position
Relay fitted

0

Relay not fitted

D1x

Dx1

V xxxx

fitted with relays for controlling other peripherals
1

Relay fitted

0

Relay not fitted
Code of program version including SW custom design

Notes:

